Abstract. An asymptotic estimate for the lattice of a Fuchsian group with quotient of finite area is discussed. The estimate is used to obtain an asymptotic formula for the Taylor coefficients of holomorphic automorphic forms.
Following Seiberg, we associate to k three transforms Q, h, and g. The relations among these are given by the formulae ô(w) = r k(t)(t -wy/2dt, k(t)=-i n»v -tyi/2dQ(w), Jw m J, Q(e" + e~" -2) = g(u), h(r) = f°° eing(u) du, g(u) = ^-f °° e-""/!(r) ¿r.
It is customary to describe the hypotheses in terms of h: (i) h(r) = h(-r),
(ii) for some e > 0, h{r) is analytic in |Im r| < 5 + e, and (iii) in this region h(r) = 0((1 -I-|r|2)_1_e).
The Poincaré series K(z»*J-2 *(L(«" zj) -4) aEC converges uniformly and absolutely on compact sets. Let (<¡o } be a complete orthonormal (relative to L2(G)) system of automorphic eigenfunctions for the operator ^(1 -|z|2)2 (32/3x2 + 92/3v2). Denote the eigenvalue of q^ by -X^, X^ > 0. A. Selberg has given the expansion K{zv z2) = 2 h({\ -\)X/2)%{z¿%{z2) + 2 J /°° *(')*,(*" \ + ir)Ep(z2, I -*•) «fr,
where P is a complete set of inequivalent cusps and Ep(z, s) is the Eisenstein series for the cusp p G P [7] . As an example, consider h(r) = (r2 + m2)-" where w > 1/4, a > 1. The appropriate hypotheses are satisfied. The inequality A((ÀM -1/4)1/'2) > 0 holds. The series and integral of (1) where the last series converges in L\U/G X U/G) by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and, since A,(r) = (1 + r2)"5/4, satisfies the hypotheses (i), (ii) and (iii). The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality yields H \hx(r)Ep(zv ± + ir)Ep(z2, \ -ir)\dr
•'-oo < (/_ JM')I I^(*i. 5 + *f dr)l/2{S"jhxW \Ep(z2> 5 -'>)|2 ^)1/2 and from Proposition 1 this is bounded by X l/2el(zl, Zj) with ex(zv z2) = c,( j"" *iCH(*i> 5 + '>)|2 rf'')1/'
Combining these remarks we have
with T the Euler gamma function, e,, as above and e2 the bound for the omitted terms of the series (we abuse notation by replacing quantities by their bounds). The estimate e2 E L2(U/G X U/G) is valid. We postpone the consideration of e,. Define the counting function N(X; zv z2) to be the number of a E G such that L(azv z2) < X. As an excerise we derive Patterson's asymptotic estimate for N(X; z" z2). Define Ni(X; z,, z2) = 2 kx{L(azv z2) -4) a and observe that F(X) = *#,(*; z" z2) = f4+X /V(t>; z" z2) <fc.
• '4 The approach consists of estimating the difference quotients •'a As e2 G L2, the integral /fl|e2(0, ^)/|(l -\z\2)~2dx dy is finite. It remains to estimate the integral involving e,. Let ap be a Möbius transformation mapping U to the upper half-plane H with op(p) = oo. The element a is chosen such that the stabilizer of oo in apGa~' is generated by the transformation z -» z + 1. Let ß be chosen such that op(Q) n {z|Im z > 1} is the vertical strip {z|Im z > 1, 0 < Re z < 1}. We must estimate the integrals / (f Kir)\Ep{z, \ + ir)\2 ár)1/2iM dx dy, as Im z -> oo in op(Sl). We observe first that / is bounded on ap(il); hence the integral (5) over the domain op(Q) n {Im z < 1} is finite. The integral (6) over only the domain (z E Op(ß)|l < y, < Imz < y2) is given by g,(0)log YJYX + 0(1). By hypothesis, \f(z)\y is bounded. Partition the domain ^(ß) n {Imz > 1} into the subdomains ap(Q) n {e" < Imz < e"+1), n EZ+. The integral (5) over such a domain is bounded by Me~" for an appropriate constant M. Hence the integral (5) is convergent, the desired conclusion.
Given \p E Aq(G) we observe that |^|2(1 -\z\2)2q is a cusp function. Define a, = «,(|^|2 (1 -\z\2f) for appropriate j. We note that formulas similar to the above for q = 1 appeared in [5] . The origin of U can be made to correspond to an arbitrary point of the Riemann surface U/ G be replacing G by a conjugate. The resulting effect on the Taylor coefficients of î s described by the factor <i>M(0) appearing in the expression for aM (see (4) ).
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